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Abstract

The power spectrum emerging from the damping
manifolds of a DDS provides valuable quasi-local
information on the displacement of a drive beam from the
axis of individual cells, where the displacement may be
due to beam offset, small cell misalignment, or a
combination of the two. The degree of localization and
the indexing of frequency to cell number is determined
directly from the spectral function theory. Examples for
specific DDS designs will be presented. These relations
can be used to determine geometrical
patterns.

1. INTRODUCTION

The damped detuned structure (DDS)

misalignment

is a detuned
accelerator structure [1] to which four waveguide like
structures have been attached in an azimuthally symmetric
manner. These “waveguides”, called damping manifolds
by convention, are extended along the length of the
accelerator structure and are coupled to all cells except 3
at either end. These damping manifolds are intended to
perform three functions: 1. provide moderate damping of
dipole modes excited by an offset drive beam by
conducting their energy to loads at the end of the

structure, 2. serve as pumping manifolds for the
accelerator cells, and 3. provide via the power spectrum of
radiation from the ends of the manifolds, beam position

and structure alignment information [2]. In this paper we
focus on the third of the above and in particular extend the

preliminary analysis reported in [3] on power spectrum
localization and its application to the determination of

structure misalignment from power spectrum
measurements. The application of manifold radiation to
beam positioning is discussed in [4] and [5].

2. THE MANIFOLD POWER SPECTRUM AND ITS
RELATION TO OFFSET LOCATION

In the independent cell model (often referred to as the
uncoupled model) [1] one treats the cells as independent
entities which respond in a narrow band about their
synchronous frequencies to an offset velocity c particle.
Thus the appearance of a frequency band in the power
spectrum of the manifold radiation is associated with

offsets at the cells which respond at frequencies within
that band. The underlying idea behind this model is the
expectation that the structure in the vicinity of a particular
cell is sufficiently like a uniform structure based upon that
cell that the concept of the cell synchronous frequency is
applicable. Since the establishment of synchronism must
involve several cells, one expects even in the independent
cell model that the association of cell location with
radiation frequency must have some width. In this section
we apply the equivalent circuit theory, including detuning,
damping, and manifold reflections to a determination of
this relation.

The power spectrum for a beam with uniform offset 5X is

proportional to P(f) given below by [3]:

Pu(f) = i5x2f sin $(f)lA(f) / (1+ R(f))12 (2.1)

Here $(f) is the manifold phase advance function, R(f) the

reflection amplitude, and A(f) the manifold excitation
amplitude for unit offset [6] all evaluated at the
terminating manifold section, and f is the frequency. This
function computed for DDS 1 is shown in Fig. 1 and

compared with the results from the ASSET experiment
[4].
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Fig 1: Power spectrum radiated to the downstream HOM
coupler: experimental values are shown dashed and those
calculated from circuit theory are indicated by the solid
curve.
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In the equivalent circuit theory both the cell and manifold
amplitudes are linearly related to the excitations at the
individual cells so that instead of defining A(f) for

uniform offset we write A(f)= ~ u. (f )i3xn or with

Mn(f) = ~--un(f)/(l+ R(f)):

PU(f)= ~Mn(f)/ixn 2 (2.2)

The Un(f) may be determined from the procedure outlined
in [3]. To apply (2.2) to the localization problem we set

~xn = 8X for a set of adjacent cells n-r to n+r and zero

elsewhere and compute the power spectrum. The result
for a representaive set of central cells is shown in Fig. 2.
The pair of integers above each sharp peak in the figure
give the central cell number n on the left and the span
specifier r on the right. The number r is determined by
requiring it to be the smallest number which gives a peak

equal in amplitude to that obtained by applying 5X to all

of the cells. Because r is a small integer, this criterion is
not met exactly, but the figure indicates how well it is

met. We call the central frequency of the peaks the
coupled synchronous frequency of the central cell.
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Fig 2: Power spectrum emitted from the downstream DDS
manifold illustrating the narrow frequency bands emitted
by localized offsets. The pairs of numbers above each
peak indicate the central cell and the span specifier (see
text) of the localized offsets.

The curve of the coupled synchronous frequency in Fig. 3
is a fit to the points determined in Fig. 2; the horizontal
bars represent a fit to the span. The synchronous

frequencies of the independent cell model (called

“uncoupled”) are shown for comparison, and one notes a
shift, small, but significant for locating misalignments.
The span 2r+l varies from three to thirteen cells and is
largest at frequencies where the mode are most extended.
Almost all the (damping suppressed) modes of DDS 1 are
standing waves terminating within the structure, but their
extension varies from one or two cells to over a hundred.
For the more extended modes the excitation region is well
localized within the mode.
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Fig 3: Illustration of the deviation of the synchronous
frequency from the uncoupled one due to cell-to-cell

detuning. The short horizontal lines indicate the extent to
which cell offsets may be localized by frequency.

3. BEAM-BASED STRUCTURE ALIGNMENT

In fabricating the first DDS a number of cell
misalignments occurred, the worst being 60 microns at
cells 45 to 46. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 in which the
second and third of the three mechanical measurements
performed using a CMM (coordinate measuring machine)
are plotted. The third measurement was performed after
the ASSET experiment. However, it is evident that the

absolute value of the jog at cell 45 is similar to data set 2.
Indeed the main difference between the two data sets is an
angular shift, a translational offset, and a bend.

Cell #

Fig 4: Two set of mechanical alignment data: measured
before the ASSET experiment (data set 2) and after the
completion of the experiment (data set 3)

A beam based alignment measurement carried out
during the ASSET experiment is reported in [5]. The
measurement, performed by stepping the beam

transversely across the structure, provided a complete
power spectrum at each step. From this data one obtains
the beam position which minimizes the power at each
frequency and generates the curve of minimum power
position versus frequency given in [5]. A curve of
minimum power position versus cell number can be
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obtained by identifying the frequency with the coupled
synchronous frequency given in Fig. 3 as a function of
cell number. One can then relate this measurement to
structure misalignment by assuming that when the power
is minimized at a particular coupled synchronous
frequency that the beam is centered on the cell to which
that frequency belongs. The cell offsets obtained in this
way (i.e. remapping) are, after translational and angular

adjustment, compared to the two sets of CMM data in
Figs. 5 and 6. The adjustments are legitimate because the
position and tilt of the beam relative to the axis of the
CMM measurements is not known.
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Fig 5: Comparison of the CMM data set # 2 versus the
ASSET power minimization position data remapped from
frequency to cell number (see text).
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Fig 6: Comparison of the CMM data set # 3 versus the
ASSET power minimization position data remapped from
frequency to cell number (see text).

The minimum power position X(f) can also be linearly

related to the mechanical offsets by writing ~xn in Eq.

(2.2) as X(f) - x“ where x. is the mechanical offset of the
n’th cell and minimizing (2.2) with respect to X(f). In
terms of 295 discrete frequencies fn for which the
measurements were made one finds:

X(f~) = ~Kn(f~)xn (3.1)
n

where:

{ }
Kn(f) = Re ~M~(f)Mn(f) / ~M~(f) 2 (3.2)

m m

It is thus a set of linear equations for 295 power
minimization positions in terms of 206 offsets. The
determination of the X(f~) from a set of Xn is
straightforward and reported in [3]. For comparison with
the remapping method described above, however, one
needs to determine the cell offsets from the minimum
power positions. Equation (3. 1) is solved for the x“ by
employing the pseudo (ie Moore-Penrose) inverse, based
upon the singular value decomposition of Kn(f~) regarded
as a 295 x 206 matrix. The result obtained (after
stabilization by application of a tolerance criterion on the
singular values and Savitzky-Golay filtering on the
output) is shown in Fig. 7, where it is compared to that

obtained by remapping. The agreement is satisfactory,
but there is no evidence that the pseudo inverse method
improves the delineation of abrupt offset changes. Thus
for the present at least we consider the remapping method
to be preferred, both because it is simpler and because it
does not involve uncertain numerical procedures.
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Fig 7: Cell offsets computed by the pseudo inverse
method(solid curve) compared to those computed by
remapping as in Figs. 5 and 6 (dashed curve).
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